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� Design a blockchain-based secure key
establishment protocol for cross-
domain IoT architecture using
Physically Unclonable Functions
(PUFs).
� The developed protocol guarantees
data transfer security across the
domain and thwarts IoT devices from
potential physical attacks.
� The proposed protocol employs a
cross-domain trust-building method
that helps the IoT devices derive keys
from the multiple accumulator
factors.
�We integrated cross-domain device
authentication into the on-chain
accumulator to resourcefully
authenticate the unlinkable identities
of IoT devices from distinct domains.
�We implemented the proof-of-
concept prototype of the designed
protocol.
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Introduction:: The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a technology that connects devices to collect data
and conduct in-depth analysis to provide value-added services to industries. The integration of the phys-
ical and digital domains is crucial for unlocking the full potential of the IIoT, and digital twins can facil-
itate this integration by providing a virtual representation of real-world entities.
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Objectives:: By combining digital twins with the IIoT, industries can simulate, predict, and control phys-
ical behaviors, enabling them to achieve broader value and support industry 4.0 and 5.0. Constituents of
cooperative IIoT domains tend to interact and collaborate during their complicated operations.
Methods:: To secure such interaction and collaborations, we introduce a blockchain-based cross-domain
authentication protocol for IIoT. The blockchain maintains only each domain’s dynamic accumulator,
which accumulates crucial materials derived from devices, decreasing the overhead. In addition, we
use the on-chain accumulator to effectively validate the unlinkable identities of cross-domain IIoT
devices.
Results:: The implementation of the concept reveals the fact that our protocol is efficient and reliable.
This efficiency and reliability of our protocol is also substantiated through comparison with state-of-
the-art literature. In contrast to related protocols, our protocol exhibits a minimum 22.67% increase in
computation cost efficiency and a 16.35% rise in communication cost efficiency.
Conclusion:: The developed protocol guarantees data transfer security across the domain and thwarts IoT
devices from potential physical attacks. Additionally, in order to protect privacy, anonymity and unlink-
ability are also guaranteed.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Digital twins are a critical aspect of the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) and refer to virtual models that replicate the real-
world behaviors of a physical entity or system. These virtual repre-
sentations can be used to simulate and predict the physical behav-
iors of the corresponding real-world entity and can even be used to
control the physical entity where applicable. The combination of
digital twins and the IIoT can lead to the seamless integration of
the physical and digital domains, which is necessary to derive
maximum value from the IIoT. Digital twins enable engineers
and operators to visualize, analyze, and optimize the performance
of industrial systems, and even identify potential issues before
they occur. The utilization of digital twins in combination with
the IIoT can provide valuable insights into industrial operations,
leading to more efficient and cost-effective industrial practices [1].

Recent developments have made the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) a viable device-oriented platform for industrial set-
tings. Device-to-device linkages connect industrial assets, such as
IIoT devices, resources, and systems, to facilitate the emergence
of smart manufacturing. The operational procedures are linked
with information technology to provide remote real-time access,
flexible data collecting and exchange, and command on demand,
among other things. In such a set-up, operating procedures and
information technology enable remote real-time access, flexible
data collection, and exchange. Consequently, several cutting-edge
IIoT applications have emerged, including those for public security,
factory management, healthcare services, and food supply chains.
The cloud-based network enables IIoT devices from diverse coop-
erating areas to communicate and cooperate information flexibly
to complete increasingly complex industrial tasks efficiently.
Therefore, cross-domain cooperation in IIoT has the potential to
considerably increase productivity and turn into a future paradigm
of industrial production.

Integrating cross-domain cooperation in the IIoT is not a simple
process due to significant security, privacy, and trust issues. IIoT
devices installed in public places are susceptible to physical, clon-
ing, and malicious impersonation threats. In addition, the public
channel that carries the sensitive data is vulnerable to active or
passive attacks, such as replay attacks or eavesdropping. Further-
more, building trust between various domains becomes a chal-
lenge since entities in each domain would only have confidence
in the domain administrator. Therefore, it is clear that cross-
domain device authentication plays a vital role in protecting
cross-domain collaborations. It may be used to authenticate enti-
ties from other domains, foster confidence among them, and create
a reliable session key to secure the public channel.
2

Over the past few years, the blockchain has appeared as an
emerging technology that enables IoT devices to transfer data with-
out controlling a central entity more securely and autonomously.
Many researchers have presented state-of-the-art work focused
on developing blockchain-based IoT ecosystems [2–5]. For instance,
Dai et al. [2] in 2019 presented the concept of Blockchain of Things
(BCoT). In their work, Dai et al. [2] emphasize the applications of
BCoT in industrial processes. Additionally, they summarize the
multiple challenges of traditional IoT architecture and their poten-
tial solution with blockchain. Ferrag et al. [3] also presented a com-
prehensive survey on the classification of threat models for BCoT
and summed up the existing security and privacy literature for
BCoT to demonstrate duture challenges. After that, Ferrag et al.
[5] presented another remarkable review on the evaluation tech-
niques for BCoT’s security and consensus algorithms, which is a
guide for other researchers to evaluate the blockchain-assisted
privacy-preserving solutions for the IoT ecosystem. Kai et al. [4]
presented their survey on the security challenges and their poten-
tial solutions using the smart contract in the BCoT. Motivated by
these review papers, various researchers have contributed to
improving the security of the IoT using the blockchain framework.

In 2020, Ali et al. [6] designed a blockchain-assisted authentica-
tion and authorization security solution for cross-domain IoT
devices and users. The authors in [6] developed a hierarchy of glo-
bal and local smart contracts to achieve access control and permis-
sion delegation that helps to preserve the privacy of the user and
resist illegal delegation simultaneously. Guo et al. [7] inherited
the hierarchical structure to develop a cross-domain authentica-
tion mechanism to enhance the data credibility and efficiency of
the cross-domain IoT ecosystem. Moreover, Wang et al. [8] pro-
posed an access control structure using the undirected graph to
authenticate IIoT devices. They combined the digital accumulator
and signature to accomplish the transitivity of signatures among
distinct domains.

Tang et al. [9] introduced a passport-based security framework
to achieve mutual authentication among cross-domain devices in
an IoT architecture. They employed blockchain technology to
record the signatures of devices involved in cross-domain commu-
nication. Collaborative devices use the signatures to build incentive
mechanisms and achieve the authorization. Ma et al. [10] devel-
oped a blockchain-assisted security solution for privacy-oriented
IoT systems based on a hierarchical access control mechanism.
The authors in [10] employed multiple blockchain architectures
to deal with the high-scalability and low-latency requirements of
the IoT ecosystem.

In the recent literature, many researcher employ Identity-based
Cryptography (IBC) techniques leveraged with blockchain technol-
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Table 1
Notations and their meanings.

Symbol Explanation

TA Trusted Party Agent
Ss The designated Server
SKsa; PKsa Secret and Public keys of Ss

Di ith IoT Device
ki; ci Parent Secret Keys of Di

ski;j Child Secret Key of Di

< C;R > Challenge Response Pairs
PUF Physically Unlonable Function
SK Session key
SID Session Identity
A Adversary
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ogy for privacy-oriented IoT scenarios. For instance, Jia et al. [11]
developed a blockchain-assisted identity-based self-
authentication mechanism to replace the conventional trusted cer-
tificate authority. Moreover, Shen et al., [12] introduced a
blockchain-based access control structure to accomplish cross-
domain device authentication in the IIoT architecture. Their scheme
[12] exchanges the identity-based public keys among different IIoT
domains with the help of a blockchain network. Chen et al. [13] also
presented a decentralized identity management framework to
evade the risk of single-point failure. Moreover, they utilized con-
sensus algorithms to share the identity information across the
domain without violating the privacy of the sender and receiver.

Ao et al. [14] introduced a blockchain-oriented dynamic key
negotiation protocol for cross-domain autonomous vehicles. They
utilized an optimized algorithm to maintain the transaction
records, where the sender signs each transaction and shares it
through the blockchain network. Similarly, Lin et al. [15] developed
a privacy-preserving access control scheme using key a derivation
method for blockchain-based Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs).
To enrich each transaction’s efficiency and batch verification, the
authors in [15] also used modified signature technique in the
design of their protocol. Besides, Kang et al. [16] presented a
blockchain-aided protocol leveraged with the reputation-based
mechanism for secure and quality authorized data storage in
edge-assisted VANET. Likewise, Cheng et al. [17] developed a
blockchain-based key-management protocol for mobility devices
in an edge computing environment. To overcome ‘‘incomplete
cross-domain” problem of blockchain-based networks, Zhang
et al. [18] designed a dynamic identity-based protocol that enables
users from distinct domains to communicate using public identi-
ties. Quite recently, Zhang et al. [19] presented a multi-factor
device access control and authorization protocol based on block-
chain for cross-domain IIoT networks.

1.1. Motivation and contributions

From the literature, it is worth considering that not a single
work has yet considered the on-chain storage overhead. Moreover,
lack of unlikability and efficiency are other issues in these studies.
Therefore, it is a dire need to reduce such cost from the protocol’s
efficiency aspects. Besides, the combining multifactor and block-
chain technology in the design of access control mechanism can
enrich cross-domain device collaborations and communications.
The primary focus of this work is to address the secure transmis-
sion of cross-domain devices by designing a lightweight security
protocol with the help of smart blockchain ledger. Moreover, we
have considered the secure sharing of outsourced data for cross-
domain IoT devices in the design of secure authentication mecha-
nism. Following are the multifold contributions of our article:

� We design a blockchain-based secure key establishment proto-
col for cross-domain IoT architecture using Physically Unclon-
able Functions (PUFs).
� The developed protocol guarantees data transfer security across
the domain and thwarts IoT devices from potential physical
attacks.
� Our proposed protocol employs a cross-domain trust-building
method that helps the IoT devices derive keys from the multiple
accumulator factors. We uses the blockchain network to record
the accumulator value of each domain, which lessens the on-
chain storage overhead.
� In the design of our protocol, we integrate cross-domain device
authentication into the on-chain accumulator to resourcefully
authenticate the unlinkable identities of IoT devices from dis-
tinct domains. Consequently, privacy preservation and high effi-
ciency are simultaneously satisfied in our protocol.
3

� To rigorously evaluate the performance of our protocol, we
implemented the proof-of-concept prototype of the designed
protocol.

We organized the rest of the paper as follows: Section 2 pre-
sents the preliminaries relevant to the theme of the paper. Section 3
discusses the proposed protocol. Security evaluation and perfor-
mance analysis are observed in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 presents
the concluding remarks.

2. Preliminaries

This section demonstrates the system model and threat model.
Moreover, the common notations that we use throughout the arti-
cle is summarized in Table 1.

2.1. System model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system model comprises multiple
domains and a blockchain. Each domain has a cluster of IoT
devices, a server, and a Trusted Authority (TA). The role of the con-
stituents of each domain (i.e IoT device, server & Trusted Authority
(TA)) and blockchain is expressed below:

� IoT device: The IoT devices are densely deployed and work in a
particular domain to interact with users or accomplish their
designated tasks. In this paper, the IoT devices are supposed
to have enough processing resources. Therefore, it can effi-
ciently execute all the cryptographic operations used in the
design of our protocol. IoT devices are employed to observe,
process and exchange data with each to accomplish the desig-
nated tasks. They can also communicate with both intra-
domain or cross-domain devices and servers.
� Server: The servers of each domain have considerable resources
to offer numerous services, including data analysis, real-time
access, and data collection from the cluster of IoT devices. The
server of each domain has the privilege to query the ledger of
the blockchain to get the information of any specified domain.
� Trusted authority (TA): The TA is supposed to be an honest and
trustworthy entity of each domain. It is responsible for enrolling
the domain server and IoT devices. Additionally, TA oversees the
smart contracts whenever a new entity enrolls in the system.
� Blockchain: The server and TA of every domain join the block-
chain network to revoke, query, and update the information
through the smart contract. The blockchain is assumed to be a
public ledger that manages the information of each domain.
Thus, there are twofold fundamental concerns about the block-
chain: i) it should support smart contracts, and ii) it should be
robust to offer security. To address such imperative requisites,
the integration of the proposed protocol with blockchain plat-



Fig. 1. Blockchain-enabled cross-domain IIoT architecture.
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forms emerges as an effective solution. In this pursuit, we con-
figure the server and TA of each domain as peer-nodes within
the designated blockchain platform, which could encompass
platforms such as Ethereum 2.0 or Hyperledger. This strategic
alignment ensures that our protocol’s aided features are seam-
lessly integrated into the blockchain’s core framework.
The blockchain acts as a decentralized and dispersed ledger,
where the information stored within the ledger is synchronized,
tamper-proof and highly available among the peer in the form
of smart contracts. Each peer node invokes a smart contract
transforms the key-value into a digital ledger and records them
into the blockchain repository. Here, the value represents the
information of the designated domain, while the key is the
blockchain address against the designated domain. The domain
information DID includes public key of the domain, the version,
the accumulator and the public parameters of IoT devices.

2.2. Threat model

This section introduces the capabilities of an adversary A under
the well-known Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) and Dolev-Yao (DY) threat
models. According to these models, A can interrupt, modify, and
reply any public communication message. A can access the secret
credentials storedwithin the IoT device through some power analy-
sis approach.Moreover, thesedevices are a soft target forA tomount
cloning or physical attacks. Each domain’s TA and server are always
trustworthy and semi-honest, respectively. The long-term secret
values of the server are assumed inaccessible forA. The transaction
recorded in the blockchain is always available and tamper-proof.
Therefore, ifA tries to query the blockchain ledger, then even in that
case, A cannot corrupt or purpose transaction to the blockchain.

3. Proposed protocol

This section demonstrates the discussion of the designed proto-
col in detail. Our protocol mainly comprises six phases: 1) system
4

setup, 2) server registration, 3) device registration, 4) device revo-
cation, 5) intra-domain authentication and 6) cross-domain
authentication. Since the registration phase is completed in an off-
line manner, therefore, we assume all the messages are exchanged
over private channel. Whereas the messages during the authenti-
cation and key-establishment phase are exchanged over the Inter-
net, therefore they are assumed as a public channel exchange.

3.1. System setup

To initialize parameters of each domain, the trusted authority
TA of each domain chooses a cyclic group G with the generator G
having order r. At the same time, chooses one-way hash function

hð:Þ defined as: h : f1;0g� ! f1;0gl, where l symbolizes the output
length of hð:Þ. Lastly, TA makes PPa ¼ fG;G;hð:Þ;DIDg public, where
DID denotes the domain identity.

3.2. Server Registration

Initially, TA selects private and public key pair as SKsa; PKsa and
shares with the server Ssa. Thereafter, TA creates a smart contract
in order to store the information of the domain
ðPKsa; PPa;hðDIDÞ;versionÞ into the ledger of the blockchain. If any
new transaction is recorded, TA updates the values in the block-
chain’s ledger.

3.3. Device registration

Firstly, the device Di picks unique and temporary identities IDi

and Tidi. Di also chooses i as its working mode. Afterwards, Di

shares both IDi and Tidi with TA.
On receiving both identities, TA picks < Ci;Ri > and computes:

Xi ¼ hðIDikSKsaÞ; ðki; ciÞ ¼ DerPskðIDi; i; r;XiÞ; ski;j ¼ DerCskðki; ci;RiÞ
and E i ¼ ski;k þ IDisksa. Thereafter, TA maps the elements
Ki ¼ ki:G;Ci ¼ ci:G and generate a set of pseudonyms
PIDi ¼ pidi1; pidi2; . . . ; pidn. TA then selects an accumulator ACCi
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and builds a mapping table MT ¼ fPIDi;Ci;Ki; IDa;ACCag. At the
end, TA locally records MT to the server’s database and protects
it with servers private key. At the same time, TA sends
fPIDi; Ci; E i;ACCa; PUFð:Þg towards Di.

On receiving the registration credentials from the TA;Di records
the parameters in its memory for later use.

3.4. Device revocation phase

To revoke the status of any device, TA computes
Dnew ¼ DðACCi þ 1

2Þ and deletes ACCi from the accumulator. There-
after, TA creates the ledger and updates the domain’s information
into the blockchain. At the same time TA distributes the updated
values to Ssa and Di, respectively.

3.5. Intra-domain authentication

If a device Dia wants to communicate with its domain’s server
Ssa, then Dia performs the trailing steps to establish mutual intra-
domain authentication.

1. Firstly, Dia inputs IDia and generates r1.Thereafter, Dia picks
< C�ia;R

�
ia > and computes:N1 ¼ r1:P;RNi ¼ ðN1kC�iaÞ � IDia and

cia ¼ hðIDiakN1kR�iakXiaÞ.Afterwards, Dia sends sign request mes-
sage MSGia ¼ fRNi; cia; Tidig to its domain server Ssa.

2. On receiving MSGia;Ssa obtains fIDia; E ia;Kia;Ciag by Tidi and
computes:PKia ¼ DerCpkðCi;Ki; jÞ and ðN1kC�iaÞ ¼ RNi � IDia.
Afterwards, Ssa gets R� against C� and com-

putes:Xia ¼ hðIDiakSKsaÞ, and checks cia¼? hðIDiakN1kR�iakXiaÞ.In
case of equality, Ssa generates:n2 and picks < C0ia;R0ia >.Further
Ssa computes:hi ¼ n2:ðPKia þ IDia:PKsbÞ;RNsb ¼ n2:N1;

N2 ¼ n2:P;NR ¼ N1 � ðN2kC0iaÞ; SK ¼ hðIDiakN2kN1Þ; SID ¼
hðN1kN2Þ and cb ¼ hðIDiakR0iakSIDkSKÞ.Finally, Ssa trans-
mitsMSGsa ¼ fNR; csag to Dia.

3. Whenever, Dia receives MSGsa from Ssa;Dia computes:
ðN2kC0iaÞ ¼ NR� N1. Thereafter, Dia gets R0ia against C0ia and
computes: hi ¼ N2E ia. Dia then computes session key and ses-
sion identity SK ¼ hðIDiakN2kN1Þ and SID ¼ hðN1kN2Þ, respec-
tively, for the particular session. At the end, Dia authenticates

Ssa verifying the check: cb¼? hðIDiakR0iakSIDkSKkhiÞ. If it does
not match, Dia instantly terminates the session. Elseways, Dia

accepts both SID and SK for secure communication with the
intra-domain server.

3.6. Cross-domain authentication

In this phase, we describe the details of mutual cross domain
authentication of an IoT device with the cross domain server. If
an IoT device Dia from a particular domain (e.g., domain a) wants
to communicate with the IoT device Djb of another domain (e.g.,
domain b), then Dia needs to send authorization request towards
the cross domain server (i.e., Ssb). On receiving the request from
Dia;Ssb queries the ledger information to verify whether the accu-
mulator information of Dia exists in the blockchain or not. In case
of successful verification, the unilateral cross-domain authentica-
tion is accomplished.

1. Firstly, Dia enters IDia and computes:
ðkia; ciaÞ ¼ DerPskðIDia;i;ria ;Xia

Þ. After that,Dia derives Ria against
Cia and calculates ðski;jÞ ¼ DerCskðkiakciakRiaÞ. Further, Dia gener-
ates n3, picks a pair < C0ia;R0ia > and computes: N3 ¼ n3:P,
D3 ¼ n3:PKsb; bia ¼ EncðD3ÞðIDiakIDjbkN3kC0iakTidiaÞ, and
cia ¼ hðIDiakD3kN3kR0iakski;j:PÞ. Dia then invokes a login request
message MSG1  fbia; cia;N3g
5

2. On receiving the cross-domain authentication request message
MSG1 from Dia;Ssb computes:
ðIDiakIDjbkN3kC0iakTidiaÞ ¼ DecðN3 :sksbÞðbiaÞ and queries domain
identity DIDa to obtain the information from the blockchain led-
ger: QueryDomainInfoðDIDaÞ and getsLedgerðKia kCia kACCia kE iaÞ
by Tidia. After acquiring the desired information, Ssb further
computes PKi;j ¼ DerCpkðKiakCia; jÞ, and verifies

cia¼? hðIDiakD3kN3kR0iakPKi;jÞ. If it holds, Ssb generates n4 and
Picks < C0jb;R0jb >, and calculates:
N4 ¼ n4:N3; bjb ¼ EncðIDjbÞðIDiakN4kD3kN3kC0jbÞ and
cjb ¼ hðIDjbkC0jbkR0jbkN4Þ. Lastly, Ssb sends MSG2  fbjb; cjbg to
Dib.

3. Upon receiving MSG2;Dib calculates:
ðIDiakN4kD3kN3kC0jbÞ ¼ DecðIDjbÞðbbÞ, and gets R0jb against C0jb.
Thereafter, Dib verifies cjb¼? hðIDjbkC0jbkR0jbkN4Þ. If it is verified,
Dib generates n5; < C�jb;R

�
jb >, and computes:

N5 ¼ n5:N4;N6 ¼ n5:N3. Dib then queries the blockchain ledger
getsLedgerfPKsb; PKiag to acquire fPKsb; PKiag. Next, Dib calcu-
lates: h ¼ n4ðPKia þ IDaPKsbÞ; SID ¼ hðN5kN6Þ; SK ¼ hðIDiakIDjb

kSIDkhÞ;g ¼ EncðD3ÞðN5kN6kC�jbkn4Þ and sb ¼ hðIDjbkSIDkSKk
N5kR�jbÞ. At the end, Dib sends MSG3  fgb; sbg towards Dia.

4. Whenever Dib receives MSG3 from Dib, then Dia computes:
ðN5kN6kC�jbkn4Þ ¼ DecðD3ÞðgÞ and gets R�jb against C�jb. Thereafter,
Dia determines h ¼ n4E iaP and calculates session identity and
session key SID ¼ hðN5kN6Þ and SK ¼ hðIDiakIDjbkSIDkhÞ, respec-
tively. Finally, Dia authenticates Dib by checking
sb ¼ hðIDjbkSIDkSKkN5kR�jbÞ. In case of successful verification,
Dia believes that Dib is legitimate and will use the session iden-
tity and session key to protect its communication over public
channel for the particular session.

The proposed protocol is also summarized in Fig. 2.
4. Security evaluation

In this section, we discuss how our designed protocol prevents
known security threats. We also present a detail discussion about
the key security features of our protocol.
4.1. Intra-domain mutual-authentication

In our protocol, IoT device Dia and server of Ssa of any desig-
nated domain a mutually authenticate each other before establish-
ing the session identity and session key, respectively. Whenever,
Dia transmits MSGia ¼ fRNi; ci; Tidig toward Ssa;Ssa verifies the

legitimacy of Dia on checking whether cia¼? hðIDiakN1kR�iakXiaÞ. If
this check holds the desired value, it means Dia has passed the
authentication. It is to be noted that only legal Ssa can verifies this
check since the computation of cia requires the secret key SKsa of
Ssa. On the other hand, Dia authenticates Ssa on

cb¼? hðIDiakR0iakSIDkSKkhiÞ. Dia accepts session key only if it has
successfully verified Ssa. Hence, our protocol ensures the intra-
domain mutual authentication between Dia and Ssa.
4.2. Cross-domain authentication

Our protocol allows an IoT Dia from any particular domain (i.e.,
a) to communicate with cross-domain IoT device Dib. Such commu-
nication requires authentication and establishment of session key
among the devices. The cross-domain authentication among
Dia;Ssb and Dib takes place in the following manner:



Fig. 2. Summary of authentication phases.
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� Dia ! Ssb : MSG1  fbia; cia;N3g: Here, Ssb checks

cia¼? hðIDiakD3kN3kR0iakski;j:PÞ to authenticate Dia.
� Ssb ! Djb : MSG2  fbjb; cjbg: Here, Djb checks

cjb¼? hðIDjbkC0jbkR0jbkN4Þ to authenticate Ssb.
� Ssb ! Djb : MSG3  fgb; sbg: Here, Dia checks

sb¼? hðIDjbkSIDkSKkN5kR�jbÞ to authenticate Dia.

4.3. Anonymity and unlinkability

Our designed protocol preserves the identities of IoT devices.
During the establishment of each session (whether it is intra-
domain or cross-domain), rather than sharing real identity IDi;Di

sends its temporary identity Tidi toward Ss. Moreover, not even a
6

single secret credential can be acquired from the ledger of the
blockchain and Tidi is unique in each session. Therefore, A will
remain unable to link messages different messages of two session
to the same Di. Hence, our protocol preserves anonymity and sup-
port unlinkability.

4.4. Strong forward secrecy

The session key SK and session identity SID in both intra-
domain and cross-domain authentications are freshly generated
in each session and ephemeral in nature. SK and SID in intra-
domain authentication are computed as SK ¼ hðIDiakN2kN1Þ and
SID ¼ hðN1kN2Þ, respectively. On the other hand, during the
cross-domain authentication, these values are generated as
SID ¼ hðN5kN6Þ; SK ¼ hðIDiakIDjbkSIDkhÞ, respectively. From these
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cases, it is evident that SK and SID are composed of both indepen-
dent secrets (i.e., identities of devices) and ephemeral nonces.
Moreover, A can not break the security of ECDLP hard problem.
Therefore, it is infeasible for A to generate SK and SID of any ses-
sion. Hence, our protocol offers strong forward secrecy.

4.5. Other security functionalists

Here, we demonstrate how our protocol prevents A to mount
several potential attacks.

4.5.1. Impersonation attack resistance
To act as real IoT device Di or server Ss;A needs to pass all the

authentication checks that are demonstrated in Sections 4.1 and
4.2. Since we have already proved the security and robustness of
mutual authentication process in the earlier sections. Therefore,
A can never succeed in making attempt to impersonate any entity.

4.5.2. Physical and cloning attack resistance
In the design of our protocol, we attached PUF function to each

IoT device. Due to the independent, secure and distinct nature, it is
impossible for A to predict or make a clone of real response mes-
sage R. If A attempts to physically capture any IoT device aiming
to corrupt the PUF, then it will fluctuate the inherent desire output
of PUF. Consequently, A can not reproduce real R from the cor-
rupted IoT device. Ultimately, our protocol preserves the security
against physical and cloning attacks.

4.5.3. Replay attack resistance
The involvement of ephemeral credentials in the computation

of each message for every session, no one can resuse the same mes-
sage once the session has been expired. Therefore, our protocol
restricts A from replaying any previous message to pass the verifi-
cation checks. Hence, our protocol withstands the replay attack.
5. Performance analysis

In this section, we conduct the experimental results to deter-
mine the performance of the proposed protocol. The performance
is measured using the following metrics: i) computation overhead,
ii) communication overhead, iii) storage overhead and iv) security
features comparison. The experimental results of these metrics are
briefly discussed in subsequent subsections..
Table 2
Unit running time of key cryptographic operations for IIoT domains (in milliseconds).

Operation Description Running Time

Arduino System

Tenc=dec Execution time of enc/dec 3:10 ms 0:40 ms
TPm Execution time of point multiplication 3:80 ms 0:55 ms
TSm Execution time of scalar multiplication 4:90 ms 0:80 ms
TPa Execution time of point addition 3:20 ms 0:50 ms
TH Execution time of hash function 2:90 ms 0:25 ms
TEx Execution time of exponentiation 3:50 ms 0:35 ms

Table 3
Comparison of computation overheads.

Protocols Device Dia Device Djb

Our 4TH þ 2TPm þ 2Tenc=dec 2TH þ 1TPm þ 2Te

Zhang et al. [19] 4TH þ 6TSm þ 2TEx þ 2Tenc=dec 6TSm þ 2TEx

Li et al. [20] 2TH þ 3TSm þ 2Tenc=dec 3TH þ 3TSm þ 2Te

Shen et al. [12] 2TH þ 3TSm þ 1TEx 3TH þ 3TSm þ 1TE

Zhang et al. [21] 7TH þ 2Tenc=dec 5TH þ 2Tenc=dec
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5.1. Experimental setup

In this experiment, we simulated two IIoT domains. Each
domain comprises of a trusted authority, a server and an IIoT
device. Trusted authorities and server of both the domains are
implemented on a system with following specifications: Intel Core
i7, 2.9 GHz processor and 32 GB RAM. On the other hand, the cryp-
tographic operations of IIoT devices for both domains are imple-
mented on Arduino device. The key cryptographic operations and
their running time are listed down in Table 2.

5.2. Analysis of computation overhead

To compute the computation overhead of the proposed proto-
col, we count the most time consuming cryptographic operations
discussed in Table 2. Later on, the computation overhead of pro-
posed protocol is compared with the related protocols [19,20,12].
It is worth mentioning here that the computation overhead of cross
domain authentication process of proposed and related protocols is
computed only. The both devices of proposed protocol takes
(4TH;2TPm;2Tenc=dec) and (2TH;1TPm;2Tenc=dec) cryptographic opera-
tions, respectively. Similarly, the server side of proposed protocol
takes (2TH;1TPm;2Tenc=dec) operations to complete the authentica-
tion process. To compute the overall computation overhead of all
these cryptographic operations, we consider the running time
mentioned in Table 2 with respect to the implementation devices.
The overall computation overhead of the proposed protocol is
42.45 ms. The computation overhead of related protocols
[19,20,12,21] is computed in same way and presented in Table 3
and Fig. 3. The comparison shown in Table 3 clearly indicates the
supremacy of proposed protocol over related protocols in terms
of computation overhead.

5.3. Analysis of communication overhead

This section solicits the communication overhead comparison
of the proposed and related protocols. The communication over-
head refers to the required number of bits to transmit the mes-
sages among the participating entities of an authentication
protocol to accomplish the login and authentication phase. Table 4
represents the assumptions taken to calculate the communication
overhead of proposed and related protocols.

The communication overhead of proposed protocol is calculated
in the following way: In our protocol, the device Dia transmits a
message MSG1  fbia; cia;N3g towards Ssb. In MSG1, bia ¼ EncðD3Þ
ðIDia; IDjb;D3;N3; C0ia; TidiaÞ; cia ¼ hðIDiakD3kN3kR0iakski;j:PÞ and
N3 ¼ n3:P takes 128, 256 and 160 bits, respectively. So, the commu-
nication overhead of MSG1 is 128 + 256 + 160 = 544 bits. Similarly,
Ssb sends a message MSG2  fbjb; cjbg towards Djb, where
bjb ¼ EncðIDjbÞðIDia;N4;N3; C0jbÞ and cjb ¼ hðIDjbkC0jbkR0jbkN4Þ. There-
fore, the transmission of MSG2 takes 128 + 256 = 384 bits. In the
end, device Djb transmits a message MSG3  fgb; sbg towards Ssb,
where g ¼ EncðD3ÞðN5;N6; C

�
jb;n4Þ and sb ¼ hðIDjbkSIDkSKk N5kR�jbÞ.

Hence, the required number of bits for the transmision of MSG3

are 128 + 256 = 384. The overall communication overhead for
Server Ssb Overall Computation Overhead

nc=dec 2TH þ 1TPm þ 2Tenc=dec 42.45 ms
3TH þ 2Tenc=dec 92.15 ms

nc=dec 3TH þ 2TSm þ 2Tenc=dec 59.65 ms

x 3TH þ 4TSm 54.85 ms
5TH þ 2Tenc=dec 49.25 ms



Fig. 3. Computation overheads graphical comparison.

Table 4
Assumptions for communication overheads.

Attribute Required Bits

Identity 160
XoR 160
Time stamp 160
Point multiplication 160
Concatenation 160
Hash function 256
Signature 256
Symmetric encryption/decryption 128
Bi-linear Pairing 160

Table 5
Communication overheads comparison.

Protocol Overall Communication Overhead

Our 1312 bits
[19] 3616 bits
[20] 1568 bits
[12] 1952 bits
[21] 2080 bits

Fig. 5. Storage overheads graphical comparison.
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the cross domain authentication process of proposed protocol is
(544 + 384 + 384)= 1312 bits. The communication overhead of
related protocols [19,20,12,21] is also determined in the same
way and shown in Table 5 and Fig. 4. It is obvious from this com-
parison that the proposed protocol takes least number of bits for
communication as compared to related protocols.
Fig. 4. Communication overheads graphical comparison.
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5.4. Storage overhead comparison

As far as the storage overhead on the blockchain for the pro-
posed protocol is concerned, we have presented the comparison
by considering 1000 public keys for each domain. In this scenario,
the proposed protocol takes 0.172 KB of storage resource for a sin-
gle domain. On the other hand, the related protocols [19,20,12,21]
take 0.452, 0.196, 0.244 and 0.320 KBs, respectively as storage
resources. Fig. 5 shows the supremacy of the proposed protocol
over related protocols regarding storage resources according to
the growth of the number of domains. The benefit of the proposed
protocol can be justified using the trust-building method used in
our protocol. Instead of increasing the number of public keys, our
method stores the accumulator in the blockchain. Therefore, the
proposed protocol requires fewer storage resources as compared
to the related protocols.

5.5. Security features comparison

In this section, we discuss the security features comparison
between the proposed and related protocols [19,20,12,21]. The
comparison is listed down in Table 6, which shows that the related
protocols do not provide resistance against desynchronization
attack. Furthermore, all of the related protocols do not claim the
resilience against impersonation attacks. While, the proposed pro-
tocol not only resists the major security threats but also takes less
on chain storage overhead as compared to all related protocols.
Hence, it can be claimed that proposed protocol secure as well as
ensures aided security features as compared to related protocols.
Table 6
Security features comparison.

Protocols ! Ours [19] [20] [12] [21]
Security Features #
Anonymity and Privacy U U U U U

Physical Attack Resilience U

Desynchronization Attack
Resilience

U

Impersonation Attack
Resilience

U U

Mutual Authentication U U U U U

Perfect Forward Secrecy U U U U

Lower Storage Overhead U

Note: U Claims/provides; Doesn’t claim/provide.
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6. Conclusion

To secure cross-domain IIoT device cooperation, we have
designed an effective privacy-preserving device authentication
protocol leveraging blockchain technology. The security analysis
demonstrates that our protocol offers database protection and resi-
lience to potential security threats. Additionally, in order to protect
privacy, anonymity and unlinkability are also guaranteed. Perfor-
mance analysis demonstrates the effectiveness and viability of
our protocol. We aim to further explore the protocol’s scalability
by evaluating its performance under a variety of network condi-
tions and with increasing traffic loads in the future. There is poten-
tial for this ongoing study to provide valuable insights that will
guide future research endeavors and optimize the protocol’s
effectiveness.
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